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a b s t r a c t

This study compares the calculated fracture apertures in a fragmented rock layer under different stress
scenarios using two different approaches. Approach 1 is a simplified method using a two-dimensional
(2D) mapping of the fracture network and projects the far-field stresses to individual fractures, and
calculates the dilation, normal and shear displacements using experimental stiffnesses available in the
literature. Approach 2 employs a three-dimensional (3D) finite element method (FEM) for the me-
chanical analysis of the fragmented rock layer considering the interaction with the neighbouring rock
layers, frictional interfaces between the rock blocks, stress variations within the fragmented rock layer,
and displacements, rotations and deformations of rock blocks. After calculating the fracture apertures
using either of the approaches, the permeability of the fragmented rock layer is calculated by running
flow simulations using the updated fracture apertures. The comparison between the results demon-
strates an example of the inaccuracies that may exist in methods that use simplified assumptions such as
2D modelling, ignoring the block rotations and displacements, projected far-field stresses on fractures,
and the stress variations within the rock layer. It is found that for the cases considered here, the
permeability results based on apertures obtained from the simplified approach could be 40 times
different from the results from apertures calculated using a full mechanical approach. Hence, 3D me-
chanical modelling implementing realistic boundary conditions, while considering the displacements
and rotations of rock blocks, is suggested for the calculation of apertures in fragmented rocks.
� 2018 Institute of Rock and Soil Mechanics, Chinese Academy of Sciences. Production and hosting by
Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/

licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Previous studies suggest that the hydraulic conductivity of a
fracture network in moderate compressive stress levels can
significantly vary due to the change of fracture apertures caused by
the applied stresses (Barton et al., 1985; Zhang and Sanderson,
1996; Zhang et al., 2002; Lang et al., 2012; Latham et al., 2013).
Ensemble permeability can increase or decrease depending on the
orientation and magnitude of horizontal stresses and the level of
fluid pressure (Min et al., 2004). This change is of critical impor-
tance in several engineering fields, especially in petroleum
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engineering as it can affect the production of hydrocarbons. Hy-
draulic conductivity of fractured rocks is a function of fracture ap-
ertures, surface roughness and contact area, all of which can change
due to the applied stresses. From these factors, the change of
aperture was the focus of this study.

Estimation of fracture change due to the applied stresses is a
complex problem. There are several models developed using
different simplified assumptions. For example, some models ignore
block deformations, displacements and rotations, while some two-
dimensional (2D) models ignore the influence of stresses in the
normal direction when modelling the fracture network, and others
do not consider the stress variations within a rock layer when
resolving the far-field stresses on fractures.

Zhang and Sanderson (1996) studied the effect of stress on the
permeability of a fracture network by applying different levels of
differential stresses and loading directions in an implementation,
i.e. the universal distinct element code (UDEC). Their model can
consider the deformation of the blocks and their displacement and
oduction and hosting by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-
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rotation. The interaction between the blocks is defined using
normal and shear stiffnesses. Results obtained from their research
showed the importance of the magnitude of the horizontal stresses
dependent on burial depth, the difference between the minimum
and maximum horizontal stresses, and the orientation of the hor-
izontal stresses. However, their study did not consider the stress
variations within the fractured rock layer due to the interaction
between the blocks where stress concentrations are created. As the
modelling was implemented in 2D, the actual triaxial stress states
were not considered subsequently. Also, the influence of the me-
chanical behaviour of the neighbouring layers was ignored
inevitably.

Dual continua methods are also commonly used in the coupling
simulation of flow and mechanics for flow in fractured rocks. Zhang
et al. (2002), in a 2D simulation, defined the fracture and matrix as a
large number of small blocks connected at their boundaries with
tensile and shear stress limits defined at boundaries. The broken
connections acted as flow path. They showed that higher differential
stresses and fracture pressures can initiate fractures and grow the
existing fractures. Similarly, this study did not consider the triaxial
stress states and the influence of the neighbouring rock layers.

Lei et al. (2017) conducted a three-dimensional (3D) study on
the influence of stress on permeability of the fractured rocks. They
used a discrete element method (DEM) which considered the block
deformations, stress fields in the fractured rock layer and fracture
propagation. The influence of neighbouring layers was not
considered in this study.

Azizmohammadi and Matthai (2017) applied the classical Bar-
ton and Bandis model (1982) to compute in situ fracture aperture
patterns for naturally fractured rock samples mapped in outcrops
(m to km scale) where the aperture varied along fractures. They
calculated the fracture apertures using the far-field stresses pro-
jected on fracture planes. Their study was also performed in 2D and
did not consider the stress variations within the rock layer.

Agheshlui and Matthai (2017) developed a 3D mechanical
model which included a fragmented rock layer sandwiched be-
tween two plastic shale layers. The mechanical model considered
the interaction between the three rock layers, frictional interfaces
between the rock blocks, and the stress variations within the
fragmented rock layer. Using this 3D model incorporating neigh-
bouring layers, realistic boundary conditions were applied to the
fragmented rock layer. Also, block deformations, displacements and
rotations were considered conducting the stressestrain analysis of
the entire model having frictional interfaces defined between rock
blocks as well as rock layers.

In this study, results from two different approaches (i.e.
Agheshlui and Matthai, 2017; Azizmohammadi and Matthai, 2017)
are compared to quantify the magnitude of errors that may occur if
simplified assumptions such as those mentioned above are used. A
fragmented rock layer is analysed by the method developed by
Azizmohammadi and Matthai (2017) and the model developed by
Agheshlui et al. (2018). Two different depths and two levels of
differential horizontal stresses are considered. The fracture maps
for these cases are obtained and then used to obtain permeability
matrices.

2. Methodology

The method used for both approaches discussed here for
calculation of ensemble permeability includes two steps. In the first
step, the apertures of the fragmented rock layer are calculated
applying different in situ stress scenarios. Then a single-phase flow
analysis is performed to obtain the permeability tensor for the
fragmented rock layer with the calculated apertures. The calcula-
tion of fracture apertures using the two different approaches is
briefly discussed below. A more detailed discussion on the two
approaches can be found in Azizmohammadi and Matthai (2017)
and Agheshlui and Matthai (2017).
2.1. Fracture aperture calculation using approach 1

Approach 1 calculates fracture apertures for 2D models by
projecting the in situ horizontal stresses on the fracture walls. This
approach ignores the overburden stress and the stress variations
within the rock layer as well as the deformations, displacements,
and rotations of rock blocks. For the calculation of the aperture
changes under the far-field stresses, this method uses Barton et al.
(1985) fracture roughness as described below:

a ¼ a0 � dn þ dd (1)

where a0 is a closure aperture under stress-free conditions, dn is the
reduction of aperture caused by the normal stress applied to it, and
dd is the increase of aperture due to shear dilation. A small value is
assigned for a0 to ensure that all fractures in the pattern have initial
non-zero apertures.

Normal closure, dn, can be calculated by Bandis’ hyperbolic
model (Bandis et al., 1983):

dn ¼ kn0c2m
kn0cm þ seff

(2)

where seff is the effective normal stress acting on the fracture
plane, cm is the maximum closure, and kn0 is the initial fracture
normal stiffness. These parameters can be estimated using the
empirical relations introduced by Bandis et al. (1983).

The mobilisation of the joint roughness results in fracture
dilation which is experimentally expected to occur at 30% of the
peak shear displacement (Barton et al., 1985). Hence, the shear
dilation, dd, can be correlated with the shear displacement, ss, and
the mobilised dilation angle, fd;mob, by

dd ¼ ds tanfd;mob (3)

The mobilised dilation angle fd;mob is evaluated by

fd;mob ¼ 1
M

JRCmob log10

 
JCSn
seff

!
(4)

where JCSn is the joint compressive strength.
The coefficientM characterises the damage and can be obtained

from Barton and Choubey (1977):

M ¼ 0:7þ JRCn

,"
12 log10
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(5)

The parameter JRCmob is the mobilised joint roughness coeffi-
cient which can be estimated by

JRCmob ¼
"
tan�1

 
ss
seff

!
� fr

#,
log10

 
JCSn
seff

!
(6)

where fr is the residual friction angle.
The fracture length dependent characteristics, joint roughness

coefficient, JRCn, and joint compressive strength, JCSn were intro-
duced by Barton and Bandis (1982) to address the influence of
fracture size on surface properties. Since the required rock joint
parameters for the computation of fracture aperture using
Approach 1 are not available for the described fractured rock,
plausible constant values were assumed in this context: joint
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roughness coefficient, JRC0 ¼ 10; joint wall compressive strength,
JCS0 ¼ 75MPa; and a residual friction angle, fr ¼ 25�.
2.2. Fracture aperture calculation using approach 2

In Approach 2, a full 3D finite element mechanical modelling of
the fragmented rock layer and its neighbouring layers located
above and below the fragmented layer was conducted. The frag-
mented rock layer was modelled using individual blocks defined
separately and placed next to each other with their interactions
modelled using frictional interfaces. Frictional interfaces were also
defined between the rock layers to create realistic boundary con-
ditions in order to consider the influence of the difference between
the mechanical properties of the rock layers. Due to the deforma-
tion, displacement and rotation of the blocks under the applied
stresses, openings could develop between the blocks. This com-
prises the first component of the fracture aperture. The second
component is the fracture dilation which is calculated as explained
in Section 2.2.2. With these two components added, the fracture
aperture is calculated in Approach 2.

The finite element modelling was conducted using ABAQUS�.
To solve the linear elasticity equations, a displacement based elastic
finite element method (FEM) was used. Static equilibrium was
described by Cauchy’s equation in vectorial form (Malvern, 1969):

Vsþ f ¼ 0 (7)

where s is the 3� 3 order stress tensor and f is the applied vector of
body forces. In general sij ¼ sji, hence only six of the components
of the stress tensor are unknown. However, the equilibrium equa-
tions provide only three equations. The other three equations can
be obtained fromHooke’s law relating displacements to strains and
in turn to stresses:

s ¼ Cε (8)

where ε is the strain tensor and, in the most general case, C is a
fourth-order six-by-six tensor. By substituting Eq. (8) into Eq. (7),
the latter can be solved. Then Eq. (7) can be written as

VCVεþ f ¼ 0 (9)

Here, the influence of the pore pressure within the fragmented
rock layer was not considered on the deformation of the blocks.
This was done to decrease the computational cost. It also does not
influence the deviatoric deformation of the rock blocks as the fluid
pressure only affects the normal components of the stress tensor.
2.2.1. Frictional interfaces
Frictional interfaces were defined between the rock layers and

at the interfaces between the rock blocks. A penalty algorithm was
used in the normal direction to avoid penetration and a frictional
behaviour was defined in the tangential direction. A basic Coulomb
friction model was used with the tangential stress required for
sliding given by the following equation (Coulomb, 1773):
Table 1
Comparison of the approaches used for calculation of fracture apertures.

Approach Modelling
dimensions

Overburden
stress

Influence of
neighbouring layers

1 2D Not considered Not considered

2 3D Considered Considered
s ¼ mf

�
sn � pp

�
(10)

where s is the tangential stress, sn is the normal stress, pp is the
fluid pressure, and mf is the friction coefficient. For a very wide
range of rock types at relatively high effective normal stresses (seff
�w10 MPa), friction on faults is independent of surface roughness,
normal stress, slip rate, etc., and is generally between 0.6 and 1
(Byerlee, 1978). Here, a value of 0.6 is used conservatively. Note that
the fracture pressure reduces the effective normal stress applied to
an interface, consequently the tangential stress can be sustained by
an interface. For an earlier implantation of frictional interfaces
between rock layers, please see Agheshlui and Matthai (2017).
2.2.2. Dilation effect
Models developed based on the experimental data available in

the literature (Bandis et al., 1983) are used for the estimation of the
dilation effect on the fracture apertures in Approach 2. The Bandis
model provides the dilation values based on the shear displace-
ment under different levels of normal stresses applied to the frac-
ture walls. The joint roughness coefficient JRC0 ¼ 10, joint wall
compressive strength JCS0 ¼ 75MPa and unconfined rock
compressive strength UCS ¼ 150 MPa were used.
2.3. Comparison of two approaches used for fracture aperture
calculation

Table 1 highlights the important differences between the two
approaches used in this study.

To calculate the ensemble permeability, fracture aperture maps
were obtained using both approaches in a 2D model to conduct
single-phase flow analyses in two perpendicular directions. The
analysis was conducted in 2D to limit the difference between the
two approaches in order to calculate the fracture apertures.
Furthermore, the flow in the direction perpendicular to the frag-
mented rock layer was expected to be minimal. This analysis was
conducted using complex systems modelling platform (CSMPþþ)
(Matthai et al., 2012, 2014). A discrete fracture and matrix (DFM)
model was used for flow analysis. For this, the fractures were rep-
resented by lower dimensional elements compared to the matrix
(Paluszny et al., 2007; Matthai and Nick, 2009). Having computed
the aperture of the fractures, a, the permeability of individual
fractures, kf , was determined using the parallel plate law (Kranzz
et al., 1979):

kf ¼ a2

12
(11)

Two flow problems were solved in two perpendicular directions
in order to obtain the full ensemble permeability tensor, kE, given
by Eq. (12). This required solving Darcy’s law, Eq. (13), modified for
the volume-averaged fluid velocity ðuÞ, pressure gradient ðVpÞ, and
viscosity ðmÞ:
Stress variations in the
fragmented rock layer

Block rotations, displacements,
and deformations

Not considered. Far-field stresses are
directly projected to fracture walls

Not considered

Considered Considered



Table 2
Hydro-mechanical properties of rock layers used in the model.

Rock type Elastic
modulus (GPa)

Poisson’s ratio Porosity Permeability (m2)

Shale 10 0.4 0.05 1 � 10�14

Limestone 20 0.25 0.15 1 � 10�13
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kE ¼
"
kExx kExy
kEyx kEyy

#
(12)

�
u
� ¼ �kE

hmi
�
Vp
�

(13)

where h i is the volume averaging operator (Durlofsky, 1992).
Eq. (13) in matrix form can be written as
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where superscripts 1 and 2, respectively, denote the two flow
problems solved in two perpendicular directions as explained
earlier.
Table 3
Physico-mechanical and hydraulic properties of rock layers used in the model.

Case Burial
depth
(m)

Overburden
stress, sv
(MPa)

Maximum
horizontal
stress, sH (MPa)

Minimum
horizontal
stress, sh (MPa)

Fluid
pressure
(MPa)

1 500 10.79 0.9sv ¼ 9.71 0.6sv ¼ 6.47 5.88
2 500 10.79 0.9sv ¼ 9.71 0.65sv ¼ 7.01 5.88
3 1500 32.36 0.9sv ¼ 29.13 0.6sv ¼ 19.42 17.65
4 1500 32.36 0.9sv ¼ 29.13 0.65sv ¼ 21.04 17.65

Note: Load scenarios consistent with 500 m depth were used and 4 different cases
were considered adequate to demonstrate the point on the inaccuracy of the
simplified methods.
3. Model description

The model used here consisted of a 2D 4.5 m � 4 m section of
Kilve outcrop as shown in Fig. 1. This 2D fragmented brittle lime-
stone rock was directly used for the analyses conducted in
Approach 1. For analyses performed using Approach 2, the 2D
fragmented rock layer was extruded to a thickness of 0.2 m to build
a 3D model. To consider the influence of the neighbouring layers
and to apply realistic boundary conditions, the 3D fragmented rock
layer was sandwiched between two plastic layers. The in situ
stresses for the 3D model were applied to the side walls of the
model as depicted in Fig. 1. Horizontal stresses were applied with
an angle of 45� from the horizontal axis to create dilation effect in
the model.

The hydro-mechanical properties of the rock layers of the model
are given in Table 2.
Fig. 1. Extruded fragmented rock layer sandwi
3.1. Loading scenarios

Four different loading scenarios were considered for the com-
parison of the fracture aperture map and the ensemble perme-
ability of the model using the two different approaches. These
included two different burial depths and two different horizontal
stress conditions. The average dry rock density above the frag-
mented rock layer was assumed to be 2200 kg/m3 and the fluid
pressure was assumed to be hydrostatic with a brine density of
1200 kg/m3. Table 3 lists all the considered cases.

To demonstrate the level of inaccuracies that may occur when
using Approach 1, large differences between the maximum and
minimum horizontal stresses were selected. Studies show that the
difference between horizontal stresses can have a significant in-
fluence on the fracture apertures (Zhang and Sanderson, 1996). In
an area of critically stressed normal faults, when the pore pressure
is hydrostatic, the lower bound value of the minimum principal
stress sh z 0.6sv (Zoback, 2007), which is thus selected as the
minimum horizontal stress.

3.2. Flow modelling

Finite element centred finite volume (FECFV) simulator devel-
oped on the basis of CSMPþþ (Bazrafkan and Matthai, 2011) was
ched between two soft shale layers in 3D.



Table 4
Boundary conditions for each single-phase flow scenario.

Case Flow problem pleft ðPaÞ pright ðPaÞ pbottom ðPaÞ ptop ðPaÞ
1 1st 20,000 19,010 e e

2nd e e 20,000 19,120
2 1st 20,000 19,010 e e

2nd e e 20,000 19,120
3 1st 20,000 19,010 e e

2nd e e 20,000 19,120
4 1st 20,000 19,010 e e

2nd e e 20,000 19,120
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used to model fluid flow on a DFM model (Fig. 1a). All the fractures
were assumed to be fully developed over the thickness of the
limestone layer. The rock properties and saturation were
Fig. 2. Fracture aperture maps obtained using Approach 1: (a) case 1; (b)
discretised as piecewise constants on the elements while fluid
pressure was discretised as piecewise linear on the nodes and
computed with the FEM (e.g. Zienkiewicz, 1977).

In Approach 2 for each loading scenario, a geomechanical
modelling was conducted to calculate the fracture apertures on all
the sidewalls of all the blocks. These apertures were then input into
the flow simulations. Fractures with apertures smaller than
0.025 mm were assumed to be closed and their properties were
assumed to be equal to that of the matrix (matrix permeability
km ¼ 10�13 m2, and matrix porosity fm ¼ 0.2).

For each flow problem, constant pressure Dirichlet boundary
conditions were applied to the model boundaries perpendicular to
that direction, and a pressure gradient of 220 Pa/m was applied
while no-flow (natural) boundary conditions were defined at the
other two edges (Table 4) (see Sedaghat et al., 2017). Having the
solved pressure field, the velocity field was calculated by post-
case 2 (for case 2, all fractures are closed); (c) case 3; and (d) case 4.



Fig. 3. Deformation shapes of the fragmented rock layer under overburden and hor-
izontal stresses - Case 1. U is the displacement (m) and deformations are 20 times
magnified.

Fig. 4. Fracture aperture maps obtained using Approach
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processing the pressure gradients using Darcy’s law. The brine
viscosity used in this study was assumed to be 0.001 Pa s.

4. Results

Fig. 2 presents the aperture maps obtained for the model using
Approach 1. It can be seen that for both depths, as sh increases from
0.6sv to 0.65sv (case 1 vs. case 2 and case 3 vs. case 4), most of the
fractures become closed. Comparing case 1 vs. case 3, and case 2 vs.
case 4, fewer fractures tend to be open in the shallower depth.

Fracture aperture maps using Approach 2 were obtained by the
stressestrain analysis of the model as shown in Fig. 1b. The
deformed shape of the model for case 1 is depicted in Fig. 3. The
normal and shear displacements were calculated based on the gap
created and the relative shear displacements between the blocks.
The dilation was calculated based on the normal stress applied to
the fracture walls and the shear displacement occurred at fracture
segments using Bandis et al. (1983)’s model. The fracture aperture
maps obtained from Approach 1 are shown in Fig. 4.
2: (a) case 1, (b) case 2, (c) case 3, and (d) case 4.
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In comparison to the results from Approach 1 (see Fig. 2),
Approach 2 has resulted in more open fractures with larger
maximum apertures for all cases, except for case 3 from Approach 1
which has an unexpected highly developed network. In the results
of Approach 2, open fractures have created a network even for the
cases with sh ¼ 0.65sv in which their fractures were almost closed
in Approach 1. Unlike the results obtained from Approach 1, the
number of open fractures decreases with depth. Also, the results
are not as sensitive as the ones fromApproach 1 to small changes in
the minimum horizontal stress or the increase in the depth.

Ensemble permeability tensors for the fracture patterns ob-
tained using Approach 1 are shown in Table 5, along with the ei-
genvalues (lmin and lmax) and the anisotropy ratio (AR) of the
permeability tensors defined as AR ¼ lmax/lmin (Sedaghat et al.,
2018). Case 2 shows the lowest permeability with no fractures
open (Fig. 3b) whereas in case 3, a large number of fractures are
open which create a highly connected horizontal fracture network
(Fig. 3c). Deviation from the principal values (eigenvalues) is the
lowest for case 2 and the highest for case 3.

Table 6 shows the components of permeability tensor for the
fracture patterns obtained using Approach 2. Here, change of
aperture due to the increase in sh (case 2 vs. case 1 and case 4 vs.
case 3) is not as significant as the results from Approach 1. Unlike
the results from Approach 1, the increase in depth has resulted in
almost even reduction in the aperture sizes for both cases 3 and 4.
This is reasonable. A higher value of AR indicates a higher value of
anisotropy and vice versa. Looking at the last column of Table 6, the
anisotropy reduces with depth and with the reduction of difference
between the maximum and minimum horizontal stresses.

5. Discussion

Modelling the influence of in situ stresses on the flow properties
of fractured rocks is complex in nature. This is mainly due to the
complex geometry of fractured rocks and the elaborate mechanical
behaviours of such rocks, especially when considering the inter-
actionwith flow in fractures. This has encouraged simplifications in
modelling. One of the key simplifications is modelling the fractured
rock in 2D, ignoring the influence of interaction of the fractured
rock layer with other layers and the influence of the overburden
stress (e.g. Zhang and Sanderson, 1996; 2002; Min et al., 2004;
Latham et al., 2013; Azizmohammadi and Matthai, 2017).

Another simplification is to ignore the influence of the me-
chanical behaviours of the rock blocks on fracture apertures and to
Table 5
Components of permeability tensor for the fracture patterns obtained using Approach 1.

Case Test description Permeability (10�13 m2)

Depth (m) sh (MPa) kxx kxy

1 500 0.6sv 6.37 �2.6
2 500 0.65sv 1 0
3 1500 0.6sv 99.5 2.14
4 1500 0.65sv 1.26 0.028

Table 6
The components of permeability tensor for the fracture patterns obtained using Approac

Case Test description Permeability (10�13 m2)

Depth (m) sh (MPa) kxx kxy

1 500 0.6sv 6.345 0.217
2 500 0.65sv 5.988 0.237
3 1500 0.6sv 2.449 �0.044
4 1500 0.65sv 2.17 �0.021
only update the fracture apertures based on the far-field stresses
projected on fractures (e.g. Azizmohammadi and Matthai, 2017).
This not only ignores the stress variation in the matrix especially
when the stress concentrations are around the edges of the frac-
tures and blocks, but also does not consider the interaction be-
tween the rock blocks and their displacements and rotations which
can directly influence the fracture apertures.

Here, two different approaches are compared. Approach 1
(Azizmohammadi and Matthai, 2017) is a simplified 2D consider-
ation of the change of fracture apertures under the applied stresses,
which updates the apertures under the projected far-field stresses.
Approach 2 uses a 3D mechanical simulation for calculating the
fracture apertures under applied stresses considering the influence
of the interaction between rock layers and rock blocks on the
fracture apertures. The updated fracture aperture maps from both
approaches are used for estimation of permeability tensor by
running single-phase flow simulations in two perpendicular
directions.

Results from Approaches 1 and 2 were found to be similar for
cases 1 and 4. A consistent pattern was observed for the perme-
ability results of Approach 2 in which the permeability reduced
with the increase of the minimum horizontal stress, sh, for a
constant sH. Also, with the increase of depth, i.e. higher sv, the
permeability of the fracture network was reduced as expected for
most cases. However, the results of Approach 1 showed an in-
crease in permeability with the increase of depth, with a sudden
jump in the permeability of case 3 (15.6 times that of case 1 for the
kxx component of the permeability tensor). Results from Approach
1 also suggested an excessive sensitivity to small changes of sh
with a full closure of fractures in case 2 and 79 times reduction in
kxx permeability component of case 4 compared to case 3, due to
only 8.3% increase in sh. The observed trends in the results of
Approach 1 did not seem to be reasonable as also suggested in
comparison with the results from Approach 2. These could
potentially be related to the unrealistic definition of boundary
conditions in Approach 1, i.e. ignoring the influence of sv and the
neighbouring layers, whereas the direct projection of the stresses
on the fracture walls ignored the stress distribution within the
rock layer.

Another effect that is ignored in Approach 1 is the rotation,
displacement and deformation of rock blocks which, if considered,
can increase the fracture apertures and as a result the ensemble
permeability. This deficiency can be a reason for the excessive
sensitivity of the results of Approach 1 to the increase of sh.
Eigenvalues
(10�13 m2)

AR ¼ lmax

lmin

kyx kyy lmin lmax

�2.6 1.56 1.55 6.39 4.12
0 1 1 1 1
2.14 7.5 7.45 99.6 13.37
0.028 1.01 1 1.27 1.27

h 2.

Eigenvalues
(10�13 m2)

AR ¼ lmax

lmin

kyx kyy lmin lmax

0.289 2.666 2.64 6.36 2.4
0.351 2.969 2.94 6.01 2.04

�0.057 1.715 1.71 2.542 1.48
�0.043 1.631 1.629 2.171 1.33
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6. Conclusions

This study investigated and compared two different approaches
for the calculation of aperture change in fragmented rocks due to
the applied in situ stresses. The first approach considers the frag-
mented rock layer in 2D and ignores the influence of overburden
stress and the neighbouring layers. It also projects the horizontal in
situ stresses directly to the fracture walls without performing a
stressestrain analysis of the entire rock layer. The second approach
considers a 3D model of the fragmented rock layer with two softer
neighbouring layers above and below the fragmented layer, which
allows for a more realistic representation of the boundary stresses.
Approach 2 conducts a stressestrain analysis of the entire model
including the fragmented rock layer and the neighbouring layers,
where the frictional interfaces between the layers and at the in-
teractions between the rock blocks are considered. This allows for
the simulation of the rotation, displacement, and deformation of
the rock blocks.

Four different scenarios including two different burial depths
and two different ratios of sh/sH were modelled using both ap-
proaches (eight models in total). Flow simulations were conducted
for all cases with updated fracture apertures in two perpendicular
directions to obtain permeability tensors. Results from Approach 2
suggested that permeability was reduced with the increase of sh/sH
ratio and the increase of the burial depth. However, results from
Approach 1 showed an increase in the permeability by the increase
of depth and an excessive sensitivity to small changes in sh/sH ratio,
which did not seem to be correct.

The simplifications used in Approach 1 reduced the analysis
time, however, it caused inaccuracies in the results. Due to the
realistic modelling of the mechanical behaviour of the fragmented
rock layer in Approach 2, it resulted in more accurate predictions of
fracture apertures and the ensemble permeability. Despite the
observed inaccuracies in Approach 1, its results can still provide a
simple and quick indication of the range of the fracture apertures
and ensemble permeability. However, one must be aware of the
potential errors that may occur due to the simplified assumptions
used in this approach.
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